What follows is a list of all the bills we tracked during the 2020 Legislative Session and the final action on each bill. You will find a description of each bill that passed the 2020 Legislature starting on page 8. Bills supported by the First Amendment Foundation are marked in **GREEN**, those opposed in **RED**.

**AGRICULTURE AND ANIMAL RECORDS**

**CS/HB 549 and CS/SB 812 Exemption/Threatened or Endangered Species**  
*Rep. Toby Overdorf (R-Stuart); Sen. Travis Hutson (R-Palm Coast)*  
- CS/HB 549 was approved by both chambers; CS/SB 812 was tabled. [See CS/HB 549.](#)

**SB 786 and HB 905 Exemption/DOACS - Aquaculture Records**  
*Sen. George Gainer (R-Panama City); Rep. Loranne Ausley (D-Tallahassee)*  
- Both bills died in committee.

**SB 806 and HB 847 Exemption/DOACS – Animal Health Records**  
*Sen. George Gainer (R-Panama City); Rep. Chuck Brannan (R-Lake City)*  
- Both bills died in committee.

**SB 7008 and HB 7075 OGSR/Animal Medical Records**  
*S. Education Committee; H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*  
- SB 7008 was tabled; HB 7075 was approved by both chambers. [See HB 7075.](#)

**COURT RECORDS**

**CS/HB 89 and CS/SB 302 Adoption Records**  
*Rep. Richard Stark (D-Weston); Sen. Kevin Rader (D-Boca Raton)*  
- CS/HB 89 was approved by both chambers; CS/SB 302 was tabled. [See CS/HB 89.](#)

**HB 267 and SB 406 Exemption/Notice of Consent – Minors**  
*Rep. Erin Grall (R-Vero Beach); Sen. Kelli Stargel (R-Lakeland)*  
- HB 267 was tabled; SB 406 was approved by both chambers. [See SB 406.](#)

**HB 1313 and SB 1620 Exemption/Identifying Information – Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment**  
*Rep. Sharon Pritchett (D-Miami Gardens); Sen. Lauren Book (D-Plantation)*  
- Both bills died in committee.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE and LAW ENFORCEMENT

CS/HB 565 and CS/SB 684 Expunction/Criminal History Records
Rep. Barbara Watson (D-Miami Gardens); Sen. Jason Pizzo (D-Miami)
- Both bills died in committee.

HB 615 and SB 700 Expunction/Nonjudicial Arrest Records – Juveniles
Rep. Clovis Watson (D-Gainesville); Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville)
- HB 615 was tabled; SB 700 died on the Senate Calendar.

HB 629 Exemption/Certificates of Possession - Assault Weapons and Large-Capacity Magazines
Rep. Carlos Guillermo Smith (D-Winter Park)
- HB 629 died in committee.

HB 735 Destruction/Juvenile Wrongful Arrest Records
Rep. Kimberly Daniels (D-Jacksonville)
- HB 735 died in committee.

CS/HB 931 and CS/SB 1024 Exemption/Active Criminal Investigative and Intelligence Information
Rep. Cord Byrd (R-Jacksonville Beach); Sen. Aaron Bean (R-Jacksonville)
- CS/HB 931 died on the House Calendar; CS/SB 1024 died in committee.

SB 938 and HB 6045 Identity of Executioners
Sen. Gary Farmer (D-Fort Lauderdale); Rep. Joe Geller (D-Dania Beach)
- Both bills died in committee.

HB 1173 and SB 1292 Exemption/Juvenile Nonjudicial Arrest Records
Rep. Clovis Watson (D-Gainesville); Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville)
- HB 1173 was tabled; SB 1292 was approved by both chambers. See SB 1292.

CS/SB 1506 Exemption/Expunged Criminal History Records – Driver Licenses
Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)
- SB 1506 died in committee.

SB 1708 Inmate Reports
Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)
- SB 1708 died in committee.

CS/SB 1718 Exemption/Conditional Aging Inmate Release Program
Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)
- CS/SB 1718 died in committee.

CS/SB 1728 Exemption/Conditional Medical Inmate Release Program
Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)
- CS/SB 1728 died in committee.
CS/SB 1802 Exemption/Urban Core Gun Violence Task Force  
*Sen. Jason Pizzo (D-Miami)*  
- CS/SB 1802 passed the Senate and died in House Messages.

SB 1862 Exemption/Expunged Criminal History Records – Cannabis  
*Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)*  
- SB 1862 died in committee.

HB 7005 and SB 7038 OGSR/Florida RICO Act Investigations  
*H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Criminal Justice Committee*  
- HB 7005 was approved by both chambers; SB 7038 was tabled. **See HB 7005.**

HB 7013 and SB 7034 OGSR/Safe Houses – Sexual Exploitation Victims  
*H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Criminal Justice Committee*  
- HB 7013 was approved by both chambers; SB 7034 was tabled. **See HB 7013.**

HB 7015 and SB 7032 OGSR/Body Camera Videos  
*H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Criminal Justice Committee*  
- HB 7015 was approved by both chambers; SB 7032 was tabled. **See HB 7015.**

HB 7019 and SB 7036 OGSR/Identifying Information – Sexual Exploitation Victims  
*H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Criminal Justice Committee*  
- HB 7019 was approved by both chambers; SB 7036 was tabled. **See HB 7019.**

**EDUCATION**

CS/SB 774 and HB 7081 Exemption/University President Searches  
*Sen. Manny Diaz (R-Hialeah Gardens); H. State Affairs Committee*  
- CS/SB 774 was tabled; HB 7081 died on third reading in the Senate.

SB 830 and HB 887 OGSR/Florida ABLE Program  
*Sen. Lizbeth Benacquisto (R-Fort Myers); Rep. Ray Rodrigues (R-Fort Myers)*  
- SB 830 was approved by both chambers; HB 887 was tabled. **See SB 830.**

**ETHICS AND ELECTIONS**

SB 1850 Voting Conflicts  
*Sen. Jose Javier Rodriguez (D-Miami)*  
- SB 1850 died in committee.

**EXAMINATIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS**

CS/HB 749 and SB 756 Exemption/Fraud, Identity Theft and Skimmer Advisory Task Force  
*Rep. Joy Goff-Marcil (D-Maitland); Sen. Randolph Bracy (D-Orlando)*  
- Both bills died in committee.
HB 863 and SB 1168 Exemption/Unlawful Discrimination  
Rep. Barbara Watson (D-Miami Gardens); Sen. Oscar Braynon (D-Miami Gardens)  
• Both bills died in committee.

SB 7002 and HB 7023 OGSR/Child Abuse Death Review Committee- Identifying Information  
S. Children, Families, and Elder Affairs Committee; H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee  
• SB 7002 was tabled; HB 7023 was approved by both chambers. See HB 7023.

HOME ADDRESSES

HB 63 and SB 248 Exemption/Home Addresses – County Attorneys  
Rep. Randy Maggard (R-Zephyrhills); Sen. Ed Hooper (R-Palm Harbor)  
• HB 63 died in committee; SB 248 passed the Senate and died in House Messages.

CS/SB 128 and HB 479 Exemption/Home Addresses – Judicial Assistants  
Sen. Tom Wright (R-Port Orange); Rep. Elizabeth Fetterhoff (R-DeLand)  
• CS/SB 128 passed the Senate and died in House Messages; HB 479 died in committee.

HB 145 and CS/SB 878 Exemption/Home Addresses – Emergency Room Personnel  
Rep. Michael Grieco (D-North Bay Village); Sen. Gayle Harrell (R-Stuart)  
• Both bills died in committee.

SB 832 and HB 1191 Exemption/Home Addresses – Legislators and Cabinet Members  
Sen. Kelli Stargel (R-Lakeland); Rep. Erin Grall (R-Vero Beach)  
• Both bills died in committee.

CS/SB 872 and HB 893 Exemption/Home Addresses – Florida Commission on Offender Review  
Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville); Rep. Clovis Watson (D-Gainesville)  
• Both bills died in committee.

CS/SB 7010 and HB 7027 OGSR/Home Addresses – U.S. Military Personnel  
S. Military and Veteran Affairs and Space Committee; H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee  
• CS/SB 7010 was passed by the Senate and died in House Messages; HB 7027 died in committee.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

HB 769 and SB 930 Exemption/Local Business Taxes – Personal Information  
Rep. Jay Trumball (R-Panama City); Sen. George Gainer (R-Panama City)  
• Both bills died in committee.

HB 963 and SB 1670 Consumer Data Privacy  
Rep. David Santiago (R-Deltona); Sen. Doug Broxson (R-Pensacola)  
• Both bills died in committee.
CS/SB 966 and CS/HB 1035 Exemption/Disaster Recovery Assistance  
Sen. George Gainer (R-Panama City); Rep. Holly Raschein (R-Key Largo)  
• CS/SB 966 was approved by both chambers; CS/HB 1035 was tabled. See CS/SB 966.

HB 1007 and CS/SB 1030 Exemption/Vessel Registration Records  
Rep. Susan Valdes (D-Tampa); Sen. Kelli Stargel (R-Lakeland)  
• Both bills died in committee.

HB 1053 and SB 1478 Exemption/Camo Alert Voluntary Registry  
Rep. Heather Fitzenhagen (R-Fort Myers); Sen. Victor Torres (D-Kissimmee)  
• Both bills died in committee.

HB 1099 Exemption/Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles – Motor Vehicle and Vessel Records  
Rep. Matt Willhite (D-Royal Palm Beach)  
• HB 1099 died in committee.

CS/SB 1188 and CS/HB 1409 Exemption/Department of Financial Services – Insurer Records  
Sen. Ben Albritton (R-Bartow); Rep. Michael. Grant (R-Port Charlotte)  
• CS/SB 1188 was tabled; CS/HB 1409 was approved by both chambers. See CS/HB 1409.

HB 7001 and SB 7022 OGSR/Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles E-Mail Addresses  
H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Infrastructure and Security Committee  
• HB 7001 was approved by both chambers; SB 7022 was tabled. See HB 7001.

SB 7004 and HB 7007 OGSR/Tax Collectors – Email Addresses  
S. Finance and Tax Committee; H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee  
• SB 7004 was approved by both chambers; HB 7007 was tabled. See SB 7004.

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION

HB 799 and SB 1532 Exemption/Trade Secrets  
Rep. Tommy Gregory (R-Bradenton); Sen. Dennis Baxley (R-Lady Lake)  
• HB 799 was passed by the House and died in Senate Messages; SB 1532 died in committee.

HB 1295 Exemption/Prescription Drug Affordability Commission – Trade Secrets  
Rep. Margaret Good (D-Sarasota)  
• HB 1295 died in committee.

PUBLIC MEETINGS

HB 1097 and CS/SB 1398 Regional Planning Council Meetings  
Rep. Joe Geller (D-Dania Beach); Sen. Anitere Flores (R-Miami)  
• HB 1097 was tabled; CS/SB 1398 was approved by both chambers. See CS/SB 1398.

SB 1162 Truth in Government Act
Sen. Janet Cruz (D-Tampa)
  • SB 1162 died in committee.

PUBLIC RECORDS

CS/SB 162 and HB 195 Public Records – Civil Actions
Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville); Rep. Ray Rodrigues (R-Fort Myers)
  • CS/SB 162 died on third reading in the Senate; HB 195 passed the House.

SB 196 Electronic Payment – Public Record Fees
Sen. Annette Taddeo (D-Miami)
  • SB 196 died in committee.

CS/HB 801 and SB 1534 Public Records – Trade Secrets
Rep. Tommy Gregory (R-Bradenton); Sen. Dennis Baxley (R-Lady Lake)
  • CS/HB 801 passed the House and died in Senate Messages; SB 1534 died in committee.

HB 1455 and SB 1570 Records Management Liaison/Division of Library and Information Services
Rep. Ana Maria Rodriguez (R-Doral); Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville)
  • HB 1455 died on the House Calendar. SB 1570 died in committee.

PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY

HB 291 and SB 462 Exemption/Background Checks – Ammunition Sales
Rep. Dan Daley (D-Sunrise); Sen. Lauren Book (D-Plantation)
  • Both bills died in committee.

SB 492 Public Notice – Pollution
Sen. Janet Cruz (D-Tampa)
  • SB 492 died in committee.

CS/HB 755 and CS/SB 1060 Exemption/911 and E911 Communication Systems
Rep. Bobby DuBose (D-Fort Lauderdale); Sen. Perry Thurston (D-Fort Lauderdale)
  • CS/HB 755 was tabled; CS/SB 1060 was approved by both chambers. See CS/SB 1060.

CS/HB 821 and CS/SB 1170 Exemption/State Agencies – Information Technology Security
Rep. Jayer Williamson (R-Pace); Sen. Dennis Baxley (R-Lady Lake)
  • CS/HB 821 was approved by both chambers; CS/SB 1170 was tabled. See CS/HB 821.

SB 7030 Exemption/Active Threat Assessment and Threat Management Records
S. Infrastructure and Security Committee
  • SB 7030 died in committee.

SB 7048 Exemption/Emergency Public Shelters
S. Infrastructure and Security Committee
  • SB 7048 passed the Senate and died in House Messages.
SB 7056 Exemption/Active Threat Assessment and Management Records  
S. Governmental Oversight and Accountability Committee  
• SB 7056 passed the Senate and died in House Messages.

REDISTRICTING

SB 252 Redistricting Plans  
Sen. Jose Javier Rodriguez (D-Miami)  
• SB 252 died in committee.

REGULATED PROFESSIONS

CS/SB 928 and HB 1269 Exemption/Interstate Medical Compact – Physician Information  
Sen. Gayle Harrell (R-Stuart); Rep. Tommy Gregory (R-Bradenton)  
• Both bills died in committee.

SB 1388 Exemption/Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact – Psychologist Information  
Sen. Gayle Harrell (R-Stuart)  
• SB 1388 was withdrawn from consideration.

HB 7003 and SB 7014 OGSR/Office of Financial Regulation – Payment Transaction Records  
H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee; S. Banking and Insurance Committee  
• HB 7003 was approved by both chambers; SB 7014 was tabled. See HB 7003.

SOCIAL MEDIA

SB 1266 Social Media Websites  
Sen. Joe Gruters (R-Sarasota)  
• SB 1266 died in committee.

TECHNOLOGY

CS/HB 1393 and CS/SB 1872 Exemption/OFR – Financial Technology Sandbox Act  
Rep. J.W. Grant (R-Tampa); Sen. Travis Hutson (R-Palm Coast)  
• CS/HB 1393 was approved by both chambers; CS/SB 1872 was tabled. See CS/HB 1393.

TRANSPARENCY

SJR 1502 and HJR 7061 Information About Counties and Municipalities  
Sen. Manny Diaz (R-Hialeah Gardens); H. State Affairs Committee  
• SJR 1502 died in committee. HJR 7061 passed the House and died in Senate Messages.

SB 1512 and CS/HB 7069 Local Government Reporting  
Sen. Manny Diaz (R-Hialeah Gardens); H. State Affairs Committee  
• SB 1512 died in committee; CS/HB 7069 passed the House and died in Senate Messages.
VOTER INFORMATION

SB 1200 Voter Registration Maintenance  
*Sen. Joe Gruters (R-Sarasota)*  
- SB 1200 died in committee.

SB 1354 Repeal/Voter Registration – Felons  
*Sen. Jeff Brandes (R-St. Petersburg)*  
- SB 1354 passed the Senate and died in House Messages.

OPEN GOVERNMENT BILLS PASSED IN 2020 SESSION

1) **CS/HB 89 Adoption Records**: Allows the disclosure of the name and identity of a birth parent, adoptee, or adoptive parent contained in adoption records and proceedings without a court order if the birth parent, adoptee, or adoptive parent provides written authorizations for the release. Amends s. 63.162, F.S.  
*Rep. Richard Stark (D-Weston)* **DOES NOT CREATE AN EXEMPTION**  
- Passed the House unanimously; passed the Senate by a vote of 37/2, with Sens. Gainer and Farmer voting no.

2) **SB 406 Exemption/Notice of Consent – Minors**: SB 404 creates the Parental Consent for Abortion Act, prohibiting abortions for minors without parental consent. CS/SB 406 creates a public record exemption for any information that could be used to identify a minor seeking a waiver of the consent requirements. Creates s. 390.01118, F.S.  
*Sen. Kelli Stargel (R-Lakeland)* **NEW**  
- Passed the Senate by a vote of 39/1, with Sen. Farmer voting no. Passed the House by a vote of 112/3, with Reps. Eskamani, Gottlieb, and Valdes voting no.

3) **CS/HB 549 Exemption/Threatened or Endangered Species**: Creates a public record exemption for site-specific information of animals listed on the federal threatened or endangered list held by an agency. Creates s. 379.1026.  
*Rep. Toby Overdorf (R-Stuart)* **NEW**  
- Passed the House unanimously; passed the Senate by a vote of 38/1, with Sen. Gruters voting no.

4) **CS/HB 821 Exemption/State Agencies – Information Technology Security**: Expands the exemption under s. 282.318, F.S., to create a public record exemption for portions of records held by a state agency which contain network schematics, hardware and software configurations, or encryption, or which identify detection, investigation, or response practices for suspected or confirmed information technology security incidents. Also creates an exemption for portions of meetings at which exempt information is discussed, stipulating that the closed portions be recorded. Creates a public record exemption for the recordings and transcripts of the closed sessions. Allows access to certain governmental entities and by court order. Amends s. 282.318, F.S.  
*Rep. Jayer Williamson (R-Pace)* **NEW**  
- Passed both chambers unanimously.

5) **SB 830 OGSR/Florida ABLE Program**: Reenacts, without modification, the exemption for personal financial and health information of participants in the program held by the Florida Prepaid College Board, Florida ABLE Inc., or the Florida ABLE program, a DSO created to assist the disabled in saving money for college without losing their eligibility for state and federal benefits. Reenacts s. 1009.987, F.S.  
*Sen. Lizbeth Benacquisto (R-Fort Myers)*
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• Passed both chambers unanimously.

6) **CS/SB 966 Exemption/Disaster Recovery Assistance**: Creates a public record exemption for property photographs and financial documentation provided to a government agency by or on behalf of an applicant for disaster recovery assistance for a presidentially declared disaster. Provides definitions. Amends s. 119.071(5), F.S. Companion to HB 1035. *Sen. George Gainer (R-Panama City) NEW*

• Passed both chambers unanimously.

7) **CS/SB 1060 Exemption/911 and E911 Communication Systems**: Creates a public record exemption for building plans, blueprints, schematic drawings, and diagrams, including draft, preliminary, and final formats, depicting the structural elements of 911 or E911 communication system infrastructure used to provide 911 and E911 communication systems owned and operated by an agency. Also creates a public record exemption for geographical maps indicating the actual or proposed locations of 911 and E911 communication systems owned and operated by an agency, allowing access under specified circumstances. Finally, creates an exemption for portions of meetings that would reveal exempt information, stipulating that all closed meetings must be recorded and transcribed and that no portion of the meeting is off the record. Creates a public record exemption for the meeting recordings and transcripts. Amends ss. 119.071(3) and 286.0113, F.S. Companion to HB 755. *Sen. Perry Thurston (D-Fort Lauderdale) NEW*

• Passed both chambers unanimously.

8) **SB 1292 Exemption/Juvenile Nonjudicial Arrest Records**: Creates a public record exemption for a nonjudicial arrest records of a minor who has successfully completed a diversion program if that record was sealed or expunged. Amends s. 943.0582. Companion to HB 1173. *Sen. Keith Perry (R-Gainesville) NEW*

• Passed both chambers unanimously.

9) **CS/HB 1393 Exemption/OFR – Financial Technology Sandbox Act**: HB 1391 creates the Financial Technology Sandbox Act within the Office of Financial Regulation (OFR) to allow financial technology innovators to test new products and services in a supervised, flexible regulatory sandbox, using waivers of specified general law and rule requirements under defined conditions. CS/HB 1393 creates a public record exemption for the reasons why a waiver of the general law or rule requirements is sought. Also creates public record exemptions for information provided for evaluation of information provided by the applicant for evaluation, including: (1) the nature of the proposed innovative financial product or service; (2) the business plan, including company information, marketing analysis, financial projections, and evidence of financial viability; and (3) whether the applicant has a sufficient plan to test, monitor, and assess the innovative financial product or service. Allows access by certain governmental entities for investigative purposes. Amends s. 559.952, F.S. Companion to SB 1872. *Rep. J.W. Grant (R-Tampa) NEW*

• Passed both chambers unanimously.

10) **CS/SB 1398 Regional Planning Council Meetings**: Amends the Administrative Procedure Act to allow a voting member of a regional planning council that covers three or more counties who participates via telephone or videoconferencing to be counted towards the quorum requirement of the Act. Stipulates that at least one third of the voting members of such agencies or councils present at the meeting location and that notice of intent to participate remotely be provided at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled meeting. Amends s. 120.525, F.S. Companion to HB 1097. *Sen. Anitere Flores (R-Miami) DOES NOT CREATE AN EXEMPTION*

- Passed both chambers unanimously.

11) CS/HB 1409 Exemption/Department of Financial Services – Insurer Records: Creates a public record exemption for a consumer’s personal financial and health information and certain underwriting files made or received by the Department of Financial Services (DFS) when acting as a receiver pursuant to ch. 631, F.S. Also creates public record exemptions for (1) ORSA summary reports and supporting documents; (2) corporate governance annual disclosures and supporting documents; and (3) information obtained by DFS from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners or another governmental entity that is confidential and exempt. Creates s. 631.195, F.S. Companion to SB 1188. Rep. Michael Grant (R-Port Charlotte) NEW
- Passed the House unanimously; passed the Senate by a vote of 38/1, with Sen. Gruters voting no.

12) HB 7001 OGSR/Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles E-Mail Addresses: Reenacts, with a minor technical change, the public record exemption for email addresses collected by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles. Reenacts s. 119.0712(2)(c), F.S. Companion to SB 7022. H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee
- Passed both chambers unanimously.

13) HB 7003 OGSR/Office of Financial Regulation – Payment Transaction Records: Reenacts without modification the public record exemption for payment transaction information identifying a licensee, payor, payee, or conductor contained in a database held by the Office of Financial Regulation (OFR), allowing OFR to release payment instrument transaction data in the aggregate. “Payment instrument” is statutorily defined as “a check, draft, warrant, money order, travelers check, electronic instrument, or other instrument, payment of money, or monetary value whether or not negotiable.” Reenacts s. 560.312, F.S. Companion to SB 7014. H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee
- Passed both chambers unanimously.

14) SB 7004 OGSR/Tax Collectors – Email Addresses: Reenacts, with minor technical changes, the public record exemption for a taxpayer’s email address held by a tax collector for the purposes of sending tax notices or obtaining the taxpayer’s consent to send tax notices. Reenacts s. 197.3225, F.S. Companion to HB 7007. S. Finance and Tax Committee
- Passed the Senate by a vote of 37/1, with Sen. Gruters voting no. Passed the House unanimously.

15) HB 7005 OGSR/Florida RICO Act Investigations: Reenacts without modification the public record exemption for information relating to a RICO Act violation until all investigations relating to such information are completed. Reenacts s. 895.06(7), F.S. Companion to SB 7038. H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee
- Passed both chambers unanimously.

16) HB 7013 OGSR/Safe Houses – Sexual Exploitation Victims: HB 7013 OGSR/Safe Houses – Sexual Exploitation Victims: Reenacts without modification the public record exemption for information about the location of a safe house, safe foster home, or other residential facility serving victims of sexual exploitation. Also exempts information about the location of a residential facility offering services for adult victims of human trafficking involving commercial sexual activity. Stipulates that the exemption does not apply to facilities licensed by the Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA). Reenacts ss. 409.1678(6)
and 787.06, F.S. Companion to SB 7034. *H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*

- Passed both chambers unanimously.

17) **HB 7015 OGSR/Body Camera Videos:** Reenacts with minor modification the public record exemption for body camera recordings taken (1) within the interior of a private residence; (2) at a health care, mental health care, or social services facility; or (3) in a place where a person recorded or depicted in the recording has a reasonable expectation of privacy. Allows disclosure of the recording in furtherance of the law enforcement agency’s official duties and responsibilities; to other governmental entities in furtherance of official duties and responsibilities; and pursuant to a court order under certain specified conditions. Reenacts s. 119.071(2)(l), F.S. Companion to SB 7032. *H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*


18) **HB 7019 OGSR/Identifying Information – Sexual Exploitation Victims:** Reenacts without modification the public record exemption for information that would identify a victim of sexual exploitation. Reenacts ss. 119.071(2)(h) and 943.0583, F.S. Companion to SB 7036. *H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*

- Passed both chambers unanimously.

19) **HB 7023 OGSR/Child Abuse Death Review Committee – Identifying Information:** Reenacts, without modification, the exemption for information identifying the surviving siblings of a child whose death occurred as a result of a verified report of abuse or neglect held by the State Child Abuse Death Review Committee. Also exempts information held by the Committee that reveals the identity of a deceased child whose death was reported to the central abuse hotline but determined not to be the result of abuse or neglect. Portions of meetings during which the Committee discusses exempt information are exempt, as are all records associated with the meeting. Reenacts s. 383.412, F.S. Companion to SB 7002. *H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*

- Passed both chambers unanimously.

20) **HB 7075 OGSR/Animal Medical Records:** Reenacts, without modification, the public record exemption for medical records relating to (1) diagnosing the medical condition of any animal; (2) prescribing, dispensing, or administering drugs, medicine, and appliances; and (3) treatments for prevention, cure, or relief of a wound, fracture, bodily injury, or disease of any animal held by a state college of veterinary medicine. Reenacts s. 474.2167. Companion to SB 7008. *H. Oversight, Transparency and Public Management Subcommittee*

- Passed both chambers unanimously.